Ages 5 - 14

YLT was created by Laura Kassirer, a former Wimbledon player, so all kids can learn & compete with players of equal level in their own community

Players are grouped into 5 skill levels:

- **QUICK START:** Beginners-group instruction for ages 5-7. Play with red balls
- **GREEN:** Beginners-group instruction for ages 8-14. Play with Orange Balls
- **RED:** Novices-Group drills and introduction to match play with Orange Balls.
- **YELLOW:** Intermediates-group drills and match play with Orange and Green Dot Balls
- **BLUE:** Advanced-group drills and match play with Green Dot and Yellow Balls

Each Session Includes: 6 Saturday Classes, a progress report and a medal

- **FALL:** Oct 18 – Dec 6
- **WINTER:** Jan 10 – Feb 14
- **SPRING1:** March 7 – April 18
- **SPRING2:** May 9 – June 13

Session Fee is $135pp *Scholarships & Sibling & Early Registration Discounts are Available

To learn more or Register Online Now, visit our website @

www.youthleaguetennis.org

Questions or to inquire about scholarships email:

laura@youthleaguetennis.org

“*This Program and organization is not affiliated with or endorsed by Alameda Unified School District*”